
WHY CHOOSE  
HAT COLLECTIVE 
HEALTHCARE?
In the world of healthcare, lasting impressions are made  

at point-of-care (POC). These touchpoints should enable  

high-quality treatment, allowing the focus to remain on the 

patient. Instead of healthcare adapting to the technology,  

the technology should adapt to worker and patient needs. 

At HAT Collective Healthcare, we are on a quest to empower 

individualization in the workplace through our collection of 

flexible, ergonomic solutions for the healthcare market.

CONTROL CONFIDENCE
ERGONOMIC  INTUITIVE  EASY TO USE HEIGHT ADJUSTABILITY  ARTICULATION  MOBILITY DURABILITY  CLEANABILITY  LONG BATTERY LIFE

COMFORT

In a healthcare environment, dependability 
is everything. The average healthcare 
worker spends about half of a 12-hour shift 
using technology. Caregivers need to know 
that they can rely on their workstations to 
perform—and have confidence that they  
are built to last. 

Strenuous, non-ergonomic work 
environments contribute to musculo-
skeletal disorders and higher rates of 
employee dissatisfaction. User-centric, 
ergonomically designed POC products 
can drastically improve caregiver comfort, 
making these solutions essential for 
healthcare facilities.

When it comes to POC products, one size 
does not fit all. The ability to adjust and 
personalize equipment gives caregivers 
control of their environment, better 
enabling their important work. Thoughtfully 
designed POC products provide intuitive 
customization.

PARTNER BENEFITS
HAT Collective Healthcare, a division of HAT Collective, has partnered with global 

healthcare manufacturers for decades. Now, we’ve launched our very own innovative 

product line, helping caregivers overcome the unique challenges they face every day.

 HAT Collective Healthcare provides an enhanced footprint within existing accounts, 
increasing revenue opportunities.

 We have a team of experts working for you, helping you offer a total solution for your 
customers.

 Our brand is committed to quality and affordability, with an emphasis on customer 
service and exceptional levels of support for you. 



To learn more, contact  

healthcare@hatcollective.com  

or visit hatcollective.com/healthcare

In-Between Spaces 
Tight spaces require 
innovative solutions. 
Our diverse selection of 
wall-mounted products 
provides easy access to 
medical records and pop-up 
surfaces for prep. When 
you’re done, quickly stow 
your work area to leave 
hallways clear and open.Exam Room

Whether mounted to  
a desk, wall or cart,  
HAT Collective Healthcare’s 
ergonomic monitor arms 
maximize performance  
and enhance workflow.

Registration 
Height adjustable wall 
mounts offer comfort 
and convenience for  
every user.

Caregiver’s Station 
HAT Collective Healthcare’s  
sit-stand workstations are 
designed with the flexibility 
and durability that 24/ 7 
care environments can 
depend on.

Patient Room 
Avoid clutter and access 
patient information 
with ease, never letting 
equipment get in the way of 
exceptional patient care.

WHERE DOES HAT HEALTHCARE FIT?

PRODUCT OFFERING.
MEDICAL CARTS • WALL-MOUNTS • MONITOR ARMS • SIT-STAND WORKSTATIONS • ACCESSORIES


